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Abstract
This report details the work undertaken on a project that suggests the use of unmanned aerial systems for
the purposes of fire-fighting. This projects suggests the use of a simplistic Particle Swarm Optimisation
(PSO) algorithm that would act as a possible control logic for a swarm of unmanned drones, these drones
would be capable of collecting and dropping water onto a fire to extinguish it. In addition, the project
develops a method of simulating a fire and the drones in order to further prove the suitability of such
systems.
The report consists of three stages whereby the fire is simulated, the drones are tasked with tracking the fire
and the drones are simulated to have dropped the water on the fire. All of which have been developed in a
two dimensional domain and programmed using MATLAB.
Testing found the fire simulation to operate effectively under test conditions and offered a relatively
computationally inexpensive method of simulating the environmental conditions experienced within the
two dimensional domain. In addition, the drones actively tracked the fire and under reasonable conditions
the fire was successfully extinguished.
Finally, in conclusion the project found and has highlighted the following key areas for future work within
the area so as to bridge the gaps in existing knowledge:





The development of the suggested PSO algorithm as a real world control system that could be
programmed to a swarm of drones that could find an optimum parameter within a confined safety
area. Whereby each of the drones is tethered to the ground.
The development of a fire simulation program that could accurately simulate a fire in three
dimensions and be used to develop an appropriate PSO algorithm for use in a three dimensional
simulation of autonomous firefighting.
The future advancement of a programmable collision avoidance system for use in the two
dimensional simulation described in this report and the proposed three dimensional simulation
stated above.
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NOMENCLATURE
℃ - Degrees Celsius

SW – South West

C – Centre or Cell

𝑇 – Temperature in Degrees Celsius

CAA – Civil Aviation Authority

Δ𝑇 – Change in Temperature measured in Kelvin.

𝐶𝑡 – Cell’s State at previous time step.

𝑡 – time in seconds.

E – East

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 – Ambient Temperature measured in
Degrees Celsius.

𝑓𝑚 – Fuel Moisture ratio (Dimensionless)

𝑇𝐵𝑛 – The maximum temperature measured by
the swarm.

Γ – Boundary Condition
𝑖 – Index number.

𝑇𝐵𝑝 – The maximum temperature measured by
each drone.

𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 – Multivalued Operator
𝑀

–

Moisture Content
(Percentage)

within

fuel/cell

𝑀𝑎𝑣𝑔 – Average moisture across domain
measured as a percentage.
𝑀𝑡 – Moisture Content within fuel at time t
seconds.
N – North

𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣 – The temperature of the surrounding
environment measured in Kelvin.
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 – number of fire simulation iterations.
𝑇𝑖𝑔 – Ignition Temperature measured in Degrees
Celsius.
𝑡𝑜 – time constant (Dimensionless)

𝑛 – size of domain (𝑛 × 𝑛)

𝑇𝑃 – Temperature Measured by drone in Degrees
Celsius.

NE – North East

UAS – Unmanned Aerial Systems

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏 – Number of drones in simulation.

UAV – Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

NW – North West

𝑢𝑥 – Wind velocity in meters per second acting
along the x direction.

Ω – Domain Condition
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 – the probability of a cell catching fire.
PSO – Particle Swarm Optimisation
S – South
SE – South East
𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 – defines the seed for a random number
generator.
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖 – the Drone ID number.
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡 – the current number of iterations the drones
are operating at, which also is the amount
of time the simulation has been running
for.
SMART – Specific Measurable Achievable
Realistic and Time Banded.

𝑢𝑦 - Wind velocity in meters per second acting
along the y direction.
𝑉𝑚𝑛 – Minimum Velocity in meters per second.
𝑉𝑚𝑥 – Maximum Velocity in meters per second.
𝑉𝑥 – the velocity in the x direction measured in
meters per second.
𝑉𝑦 – the velocity in the y direction measured in
meters per second.
W – West
𝑊𝐿 – Water level, the water quantity on board
each drone measured in units of water
(Dimensionless).
𝑊𝑟 – Water drop rate in units of water per
iteration per drone.

𝑥1 – the position of each of the drones along the
x axis.

𝑥𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 – Probability increase as a result of wind
velocity acting in the x direction.

𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑛 – X coordinate of the best location
measured by the swarm.

𝑦1 – the position of each of the drones along the
y axis.

𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃 – X coordinate of the best location
measured by each particle/drone.

𝑌𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃 – Y coordinate of the best location
measured by the swarm.

𝑥 𝑜 – X coordinate for the seed location of the fire.

𝑦𝑜 – Y coordinate for the seed location of the fire.
𝑦𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 - Probability increase as a result of wind
velocity acting in the y direction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This section of the report will aim to introduce the aims and objectives of the project whilst giving some
background information on the topic discussed.

1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT
Fully Autonomous systems are at present not permitted to be used in UK airspace as per regulations issued
by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), yet these systems provide many for safer alternatives to current
problems faced by people. Such scenarios include firefighting where it is dangerous for firefighters to be
in close proximity to the fire.
The problem of using such systems at present is that the algorithms used in the control logic for fully
autonomous systems cannot cope with the uncertainties of real world problems. The key example for this
being collision avoidance between autonomous drones and civilian aircraft. This means that the regulations
issued by the CAA may in future be redefined to accommodate these new technologies provided the
reliability and performance by the system in question can meet levels at which such government
organisations can safely put their trust in them.
This project is needed to further develop these control systems in the safety of a simulated environment
where the complexity of the environment can test the algorithms before real world controlled experiments
may take place.
Furthermore, the project will provide the basis on which further work in the area may be conducted to
increase performance of the proposed system and allow for a more robust design.

1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The main aim of this project was to simulate a firefighting scenario and develop the control logic for a fleet
of autonomous drones in an attempt to prepare such systems for the challenges of real world applications.
In order to accomplish the aim, the following SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, TimeBanded) objectives were defined:




The Fire was to be simulated to provide the basis upon which the control system for the autonomous
drones could be created and developed.
The control logic of the autonomous drones within the simulation must be created that used particle
swarm optimisation to identify the fire’s location. In addition, the requirement was made where the
drones would need to adapt to a moving fire with a range of temperatures.
An additional code must be created to enable the drones to identify their status such as whether it
has fuel/charge left, water quantities on board the drone and whether the fire is deemed
extinguished after dropping water on the fire.

1.3 OVERVIEW OF THIS REPORT
This report will briefly examine the relevant literature highlighting areas of improvement, before detailing
the work undertaken to create and develop the final simulation program that may be run in MATLAB. In
addition to this it will attempt to validate the results gathered by the three components of the program in
order to determine the effectiveness of the system and its suitability for use in real world applications.
The report will also attempt to highlight key areas for further work and provide evidence that autonomous
systems may provide a safe alternative to current measures for fighting fires, in the near future.
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1.4 METHODOLOGY
In order to develop the solution to the problem the following steps were taken to produce the final product.
Firstly, some background research was conducted to identify methods by which fire spread may be
simulated and the process by which the temperatures within a simulated environment could be effectively
produced to reflect a realistic fire.
Next the information was used to develop an equation that would allow for the probability of fire spread to
be calculated provided that a number of other variables had been predefined.
Thirdly, the probability of fire spread equation was then developed into a MATLAB code that could
successfully provide moderately realistic results that could then be used to provide the necessary data for
the particle swarm optimisation algorithm to analyse and identify the fire’s location.
In addition to this the particle swarm optimisation code was created so that the drones could first track the
movement of the fire front and then identifying the maximum temperature within that front.
After creating the code to identify the fire’s location an additional code was created to identify each
simulated drone’s status and a method to monitor the water that is being distributed throughout the domain
in order to extinguish the fire.
Finally, a code was created to impose the physical constraints on the system so that the drones could be
represented as physical entities within a domain that simulates the effects of a physical domain in the real
world.
The following sections of this report detail the full work carried out as part of this project.

M08A EE Individual Pro ject 2015/ 16
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
This section of the report aims to identify the relevant literature relating to Fire Simulation and Particle
Swarm Optimisation, and evaluate the validity of such information in an attempt to bring to light some of
the gaps that exist within current research. This section also aims to identify those areas where this project
will fill some of the existing gaps, in an attempt to develop wider knowledge in the areas of fire modelling
and optimisation.

2.1 LITERATURE SURROUNDING FIRE MODELLING
Fire Modelling is a particularly problematic issue, since fire is stochastic in nature each scenario is different
even if all known variables are the same. This means that creating equations that accurately model or predict
the spread of fire is difficult.
Rothermel (1983) Created numerous equations to predict the spread of fire based on numerous test fires.
Yet the equations require significant amounts of information on the fuel and local environment and the
initial fire’s properties. Properties required include:






Fuel Moisture Content
Dry Bulb Temperature
Area
Perimeter
Reaction Intensity

However, this approach requires substantial knowledge of a fire’s behaviour and is unsuitable for a
simulation where no physical testing is being carried out. The equations do however provide an
understanding of what factors affect the spread of a fire which are useful when considering how the fire
simulation should behave when it is running.
Other methods for modelling fire include the use of a modification of the convection-reaction-diffusion
equations. Ferragut et al. (2006) uses non-dimensionalised enthalpy as a numerical method to solve the
equations to model fire. The method involves the use of a multivalued operator that had up this point in
time not been tested as a method to model the spread of fire. However, although the research provided in
the report shows evidence that the method works correctly, due to the lack of additional evidence and some
irregularities within the report presented the method could not be verified, this led to it not being used as
part of this project.
An interesting method that “uses hexagonal cellular automata to model the spread of fire” was proposed by
Encinas et al. (2006). Where traditional cellular automata techniques divide the domain with square or
rectangular cells, this new method has the advantage of providing the user with the ability to define
movement of the fire across more than the four boundaries offered to the user through conventional cells.
The use of cellular automata means that the spread of the fire may be defined as random but allow certain
cells to be more probable of catching fire. The random numbers generated may be confined through the use
of a specific random number generator thus allowing for repeatable results when the appropriate seed is
applied to the overall function.
The model proposed by Encinas et al. (2006) does have the issue of increasing the computational effort
required to simulate the fire when compared to a similar model produced by the same authors (Encinas et
al. 2007) that uses conventional square or rectangular cells.
Simplified traditional cellular automata models by Shiflet and Shiflet (2006) also produce reasonable results
however their method of defining the boundaries of the domain using a moving lattice causes the issue of
fires to disappear along one boundary and reappear on the opposite boundary which in the case of this
project is unrealistic due to the nature of the domain.
M08A EE Individual Pro ject 2015/ 16
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2.2 LITERATURE SURROUNDING PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMISATION
In order to understand many of the concepts lying within this report the reader must first have a brief
knowledge of what particle swarm optimisation is and how it was developed.
2.2.1

What is Particle Swarm Optimisation?

Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) was developed through studying the flocking pattern of birds and has
since been used as an inexpensive method of determining the optimum of a function. Current studies into
PSO particularly one by Clerc (2001) include the use of social factors which dictate the amount of influence
each particle has on its neighbours and the swarm in general.
Particles operate within a domain known as problem space where they can move through each other with
no influence on the velocity due to the lack of mass. The particle’s only constraints are the domain size, the
objective function and the inertial weight of each of the particle’s.
Particles are initialised by being given a starting location and velocity and the update functions for the
position and velocity are tailored to find the minimum or the maximum of the objective function(s).
Other optimisation techniques have been identified including ant & bee colony optimisation methods,
however the overall processes involved with implementing these approaches use far more computational
resources than PSO and therefore mean they are unsuited in the use of smaller unmanned aerial systems
such as those proposed in the simulation being developed.
2.2.2

Current Literature

Particle Swarm Optimisation has been refined since the first introduction of the concept in 1995 by Dr.
Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy, and thousands of variants of the original technique are being introduced as a
low cost method to finding optimal results.
Variants of the original technique include the Swarm and Queen technique developed by Maurice Clerc in
2001. Here Clerc presents a very simple algorithm that uses “one equation and one social/confidence
parameter” (Clerc 2001) The technique has the benefit of being adaptive which is necessary due to the
stochastic nature of the fire that is being modelled later on. However, this method is only suitable for a
problem within a two dimensional domain which is acceptable for the problem posed in this project yet
would need additional adaptation and development so that the technique may be applied to the three
dimensional domain of the real world.
Other variants proposed in current literature include Integral-Controlled Particle Swarm Optimisation as
defined by Cui et al. (2010:175 – 199). Which involves the use of integral controllers to avoid the PSO
algorithm getting “easily trapped into local optima when dealing with multi-modal high dimensional
problems.” (Cui et al. 2010:175)
The two integral controllers introduced do provide this advantage however the response is also considerably
slower therefore making it unsuitable for rapidly changing scenarios and requiring far more computational
resources than that of the Swarm and Queen technique. Cui et al. (2010:175 – 199) shows that the best fit
over many generations is increased with the use of the integral controllers but since the scenario does not
require highly precise measurements but more general results the Swarm and Queen method is better for
real time applications should it be developed for use in the real world.
Other forms of PSO used to optimise multi-objective functions with constraints exist to allow the operator
to solve complex problems. One such approach is called the “Constrained Adaptive Multi-Objective
Particle Swarm Optimisation (CAMOPSO)” (Tripathi, Bandyopadhyay and Pal 2010:221 – 239) which in
regards to the scope of this project would be unsuitable for use as the algorithm to be used but may be
considered for more complex scenarios such as when simulating the drones in three dimensions and the
inclusion of a collision avoidance system.
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WITHIN

MATLAB

3.1 MECHANISMS OF HEAT TRANSFER
The first stage in the process of modelling the fire was to identify the main mechanisms of heat transfer
across the domain to ensure that the fire simulation is realistic.
Heat may be transferred across a domain through one of three ways.
3.1.1

Radiation

Firstly, radiation is the movement of heat outward in all directions which reduces in intensity with greater
distance from the point of radiation. In addition, this mechanism can be termed local or non-local in
conjunction with Rothermel’s (1983) Equations.
3.1.2

Conduction

The second mechanism of heat transfer within the domain is the heat transferred through conduction across
the fuel bed. As the fuel bed particles interfere with each other the heat is transferred to local particles which
in turn pass that energy onto the next set of particles and so on. This means that particles closest to the point
of ignition are going to receive far more thermal energy and as a result are more likely to be consumed by
the fire.
3.1.3

Convection

The final mechanism is through convection where thermal energy locked in the air which rises due to the
change in temperature and the resulting drop in density in the air immediately above the flame zone, this
difference between the ambient air density and the local air density causes an up-draught. This up-draught
reaches the uppermost point within the control volume and begins to spread out further amongst the domain.
This movement causes the loss of some energy to the surrounding air and a drop in temperature resulting
in an increase in density and a down-draught which transfers the remaining thermal energy to the fuel bed.
This means that the air carrying the thermal energy can travel a reasonable distance from the point of
ignition before transferring the thermal energy to the fuel.
All of the mechanisms contribute to the transfer however one mechanism may be more dominant than the
others due to the environmental conditions within the domain.

3.2 WIND AND SLOPE EFFECTS
The presence of wind within the domain will considerably effect the spread of fire by firstly providing more
oxygen to the ignition source and secondly concentrating the heat transfer into a smaller area.
Wind in particular causes the direction and spread of convection to change according to the direction the
wind is forcing the flame according to the direction the wind is forcing the flame towards.
Slope is another major factor in determining spread as slope of the fuel bed increases/decreases the exposure
of the fuel bed to convection. On the up-draught heat transfer to the fuel bed is increased on the upward
side of the slope and reduced on the downward side of the fire ignition front.
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3.3 MODELLING THE FIRE USING CELLULAR AUTOMATA
In order to begin modelling the fire the system must be defined. In this instance the fire was modelled under
the following conditions:







Wind is present within the domain and is defined by the user prior to simulation.
Every Cell has fuel for the fire except boundaries.
Average Moisture Content (%) is defined by the user prior to simulation.
Domain size may be altered by user
Boundaries of Domain are non-burnable empty cells.
Fire spread is modelled using probabilities and threshold values.

In addition to this the domain must be discretised in order to form a grid across a 3 dimensional array.

3.4 FIRE MODEL EQUATION
In order to encompass the mechanisms previously explained the model was designed to take into
consideration Fuel Quantity, Fuel Moisture Content, Temperature (Ambient, Ignition and Local) and wind
velocity.
3.4.1

Fuel Quantity and Moisture Content

The first stage in determining the model equation was to calculate the probability of a cell catching fire
after the initial seed fire. In order to accomplish this the wet fuel ratio as seen below was calculated.
𝑓𝑚 (𝑖) =

𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙(𝑖)
2 ∙ 𝑀(𝑖)

(1)

Where ‘𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙’ is a matrix of dimensions (𝑛 × 𝑛) which defines the total fuel remaining within the domain
where the fire is spreading.
‘𝑀’ corresponds to the percentage of moisture within the fuel at each cell and is another matrix with the
same dimensions as ‘𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙’ with the additional.
3.4.2

Proximity to Burning Cells

Figure 1. Cell diagrams illustrating the concept of the multivalued operator Local.
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In addition to the wet fuel ratio the chance of a particular cell catching fire is increased when there is a cell
either adjacent to, or at diagonal to the cell being considered, that is currently burning. This is due to the
increased heat transfer across cell boundaries, therefore to reflect this in the probability equation it was
decided to introduce the Multi-valued operator ‘𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙’.
1
𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 = {
0
Where ‘Local’ is equal to 1 when at least 7 out of the 8 surrounding cells are ‘Burning’ as shown in Figure
1.
3.4.3

Wind Effects

In addition to this, the wind velocity had to also be considered to determine direction of spread. To do this
the probabilities of the cells, that were upwind of cells which were on fire, were increased respectively
using the probability functions ‘𝑥𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑’ and ‘𝑦𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑’.
‘𝑥𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑’ was defined as a function of the wind velocity 2D vector ‘𝑢’ and the status of the downwind cells
using the equation.
−𝐸 −
𝑥𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 𝑢𝑥 (

When 𝑢𝑥 ≠ 0

else

𝑁𝐸 − 𝑆𝐸 + 𝑁𝑊 + 𝑆𝑊
+𝑊
2
)
10

(2)

𝑥𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 = 0

Similarly, ‘𝑦𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑’ was defined using a multiplication of ‘𝑢𝑦’ and the surrounding cells NE, N, NW, SE,
S, SW.
However due to the nature of the index the probability equation had to reflect the difference between a
positive value for ‘𝑢𝑦’ and a negative value which therefore resulted in the definition of two equations
displayed below:
𝑦𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 =

𝑢𝑦 (

𝑆𝑊 + 𝑆𝐸
+ 𝑆)
2
10

𝑁𝑊 + 𝑁𝐸
−𝑢𝑦 (
+ 𝑁)
2
𝑦𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 =
10

(3)

(4)

Equation 3. is only valid for positive values of ‘𝑢𝑦’ and only considers southerly cells since the wind is
coming from the south. Since South-West and South-East are not immediately in the same plane as the cell
being considered the influence the wind has on the probability of fire in cell C is not equal to that from
immediately below (𝑆).
Similarly, Equation 4. Is only valid for negative values of ‘𝑢𝑦’ and considers northerly cells since the wind
is coming from the north.
It is also important to note that when 𝑢𝑦 = 0, ‘𝑦𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑’ must also equal zero as there is no influence from
the wind due to a wind velocity of zero.
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Temperature Effects

In addition to the effect of wind on the probability of fire the temperature of the fuel is another key factor
when considering the probability of a cell catching fire.
Each fuel used in the simulation may be modelled using a change in the Ignition Temperature (𝑇𝑖𝑔 ) which
represents the temperature at which the fuel must reach in order to achieve auto-ignition.
The effects of the temperature were introduced into the probability function in terms of a function that uses
three different temperature measurements. As previously mentioned ignition temperature is one of these
measurements the other two consist of the ambient temperature (𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 ) and the temperature measured at
the cell (𝑇).
The function below explains how the effects of the temperature at each cell were modelled and used to
increase the probability of the fire spreading to the cell.
𝑇(𝑖) − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
(
)
𝑇𝑖𝑔 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
𝑇𝑃 =
2
3.4.5

(5)

Previous Time-steps

The final factor introduced within the probability function is the state the cell was in during previous timesteps. The variable ‘𝐶𝑡’ corresponds to the states of each cell at the previous time step a value of 1
corresponds to the cell ‘Burning’ at the previous time-step and 0 being a non-burning cell.
The addition of this variable allows for cells which are ‘Burning’ in the previous time-step to remain
‘Burning’ until ‘𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙(𝑖)’ is spent or is manually corrected by other means.

3.4.6

Final Equation

The final equation for the probability function can be seen below:
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑖) = 𝑓𝑚(𝑖) + 𝑥𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 + 𝑦𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 + 𝐶𝑡 + 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 + 𝑇𝑃

(6)

In addition to this equation the following limitations must be applied to ensure that the function is realistic.
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑖) = 0

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑀(𝑖) > 70

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑖) = 0

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙(𝑖) = 0

3.5 TEMPERATURE MODELLING
In order to correctly model the temperature at each cell Newton’s law of cooling was applied.
The equation shown below is an example of the differential between temperature and time.
𝑑𝑇(𝑡)
= −𝑟(𝑇(𝑡) − 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣 ) = −𝑟Δ𝑇(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

(7)

Where
𝑟=

ℎ𝐴 1
=
𝐶
𝑡𝑜

(8)

(Weisstein 2000)
With ‘𝑡𝑜 ’ being a time constant.
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It is not hard to obtain that the solution of Equation 7. is:
𝑇(𝑡) = 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣 + Δ𝑇(𝑡)𝑒

𝑡
−
𝑡𝑜

(9)

Using this as the basis of the argument it was decided that the temperature of each cell could be obtained
by similar function whereby instead of time the function would use the distance between the closest cell on
fire as a means of measurement.
In the newly constructed equation shown in Equation 10. It can be seen that instead of time the exponential
uses the value of ‘𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛’ which is the minimum distance between that cell and the nearest neighbour which
is on fire.
𝑇(𝑖) = 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 + 𝑇𝑖𝑔 𝑒

−

𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑡𝑜

(10)

‘𝑡𝑜 ’ in Equation 10. now corresponds to a constant within the spatial domain. In order to calculate the value
of this constant, it was decided that the temperature would drop to 30% of the original value for every 1
meter of distance from the fire.
Bearing this in mind the values for the ignition temperature and the ambient temperature were input into
the equation. In addition to this the value of 30% of the ignition temperature was calculated to be
𝑇(𝑖) = 60℃

when 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 1.

‘𝑡𝑜 ’ was then calculated to be 𝑡𝑜 = 0.6704 which remains constant through all iterations of the simulation
of temperatures prior to the cell ‘Burning’.
Additionally, the Temperature Model had to be altered for cells after ‘Burning’ to modify this the ambient
temperature for cells that had already been ‘Burning’ was changed to 25℃ and 𝑡𝑜 = 0.8760 which would
give a slower cooldown as temperatures would drop to 40% of the ignition temperature when 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 1.

3.6 MODELLING THE MOISTURE WITHIN THE FUEL
As mentioned previously the wet fuel ratio is calculated by the percentage of moisture within the fuel,
however in reality this percentage would decrease as the water within the fuel evaporates as the temperature
increases at each location.
To model this behaviour, the cells immediately surrounding a cell on fire have a reduction in the moisture
content in the fuel as the temperature increases based on the equation:
𝑀𝑡 (𝑖) = 𝑀𝑡−1 (𝑖) − (

𝑇(𝑖)
)
10

(11)

Where the moisture at the cell is related to the temperature at the cell and the moisture in the previous timestep.

3.7 FIRE SIMULATION
In order to implement the probability function into the overall simulation the initial conditions must be set
and the boundary conditions provided.
In the test simulation described later in this report the following conditions were set where ‘Ω’ is the domain
and ‘Γ’ is its boundaries:
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𝑀𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 60
𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙(Ω) = 10
𝑇𝑖𝑔 = 200

𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙(Γ) = 0
𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 15

𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 100
𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 = 200
𝑢𝑥 = 0

𝑢𝑦 = 0

𝑥 𝑜 = 50

𝑦𝑜 = 50

𝑛 = 101
The simulation function calls the probability function for each cell on every time-step to give the
probabilities for every cell in the domain. Any values greater than 0.70 are considered to be on fire and
cells that have these values are ‘Burning’.
The simulation script is also capable of outputting the values for Temperature, Moisture, wind velocity,
size of the domain and the Fuel within the domain for each time step which allows for subsequent analysis
and repeatability of results. The Figures Figure 4 to Figure 6 below show the results from the simulation at
different time-steps.
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4 SIMPLISTIC PARTICLE SWARM ALGORITHMS
IDENTIFYING THE FIRE’S LOCATION

FOR

The PSO algorithm used in this project is a modification of the Swarm and Queen algorithm proposed by
Clerc (2001) which uses the following equation as a means to update each particle’s position.
𝑥1 (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡 + 1, 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖) = 𝑥1 (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡, 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖) + 𝑉𝑥 (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡 + 1, 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖)

(12)

𝑦1 (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡 + 1, 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖) = 𝑦1 (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡, 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖) + 𝑉𝑦 (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡 + 1, 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖)

(13)

As can be seen from the equation above the position at the next time step is calculated based on the position
in the current time step and the velocity of the particle in the next time step. For simplicity the time step
has been set to equal 1 second.
‘𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡’ corresponds to the time in seconds the PSO algorithm has run for with ‘𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖’ being the identity of
the drone currently under inspection.
However as can be seen the position at the next time step cannot be calculated without the velocity at the
current time step. The equations below show the update formulas for the velocity at each time step, and
how the rank of the particle effects the swarm as a whole.
𝑉𝑥 (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡 + 1, 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖) = 𝑤 ∙ 𝑉𝑥 (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡, 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖) + 𝐶𝑃 + 𝐶𝑛

(14)

Where…
𝐶𝑃 = 𝑐1 ∙ Φ1 (𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃(𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖) − 𝑥1 (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡,𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖))

(15)

𝐶𝑛 = 𝑐2 ∙ Φ2 (𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑛 − 𝑥1 (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡, 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖))

(16)

𝑉𝑦 (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡 + 1, 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖) = 𝑤 ∙ 𝑉𝑦 (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡, 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖) + 𝐶𝑃 + 𝐶𝑛

(17)

𝐶𝑃 = 𝑐1 ∙ Φ1 (𝑌𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃 (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖) − 𝑦1 (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡, 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖))

(18)

𝐶𝑛 = 𝑐2 ∙ Φ2 (𝑌𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑛 − 𝑦1 (𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑡, 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖))

(19)

And…

Where…

Here the only common value between Equations 14 and 17. are the inertial weight ‘𝑤’ and the only common
values between the other four equations are the values for ‘𝑐1 ’ and ‘𝑐2’ which are the coefficients that
dictate the effects of the drone’s rank within the swarm.
‘𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃’ and ‘𝑌𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃’ correspond the coordinates within the domain where the drone found the highest
temperature. This is not to be confused with ‘𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑛’ and ‘𝑌𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑛’ which are the coordinates within the
domain where the swarm has determined is the highest temperature.
The values of ‘Φ1 ’ and ‘Φ2’ are randomly generated numbers between 0 and 1 and are the source of the
randomness of the Particle Swarm Algorithm.
Through a multitude of testing and tuning so that the simulation converged on the fire’s location the values
for ‘𝑐1 ’ and ‘𝑐2’ were determined to be:
𝑐1 = 1

𝑐2 = 3

Each particle’s behaviour may now be described by the following decision tree which only considers the
Particle Swarm side of the drone simulation.
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Figure 2. A decision tree that illustrates the pattern followed by the drones.

Figure 2. shows how the decision to update the velocity changes with relation to the best temperature for
each particle and the best temperature in the neighbourhood. After the temperature has been measured by
the drone the temperature is compared to the highest temperature read by the drone in question. If the
temperature is greater than the best temperature already recorded the temperature is then set to equal the
best temperature recorded by the particle (𝑇𝐵𝑝 ). The values of ‘𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃’ and ‘𝑌𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃’ are then adjusted to
the coordinates of the new location.
In addition to this the new temperature is then compared to the best temperature recorded by the swarm
‘𝑇𝐵𝑛 ’. As can be seen if the new value is greater than ‘𝑇𝐵𝑛 ’ the algorithm automatically adjusts the value
to equal the new temperature measured. Similarly, the values of ‘𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑛’ and ‘𝑌𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑛’ are then adjusted
to match the coordinates of the best temperature for the swarm where these are then used in Equations 1419 to update the velocity of each of the drones.
To constrain the drones within the domain the position coordinates ‘𝑥1’ and ‘𝑦1’ were limited to values
greater than 1 and less than ‘𝑛’ in addition to this the velocity of the drones would be set to the maximum
in the opposite direction to avoid false convergence at the boundaries as the drones could not continue on
the original path.
A value of 0.8 was chosen for the inertial weight of the drones being described in the simulation as it
provided a stable simulation for the drones. This is not the same as the weight of the drones but it does offer
the opportunity for some adjustment and correction based on a percentage of the previous velocity.
The drones were further constrained to a maximum velocity of 10 m/s in both the x and y directions to
account for the limitations of real world unmanned aerial systems.
Several tests were conducted with the fire being simulated at alternative locations to ensure that the fire
was tracking the fire correctly the tests are fully explained later on in this report including the
implementation of the water that is being dropped onto the fire that is discussed next.
The simulation makes use of the assumption that the drones operate at different heights so as to avoid
collision with each other and as such the two dimensional representation created by the simulation will not
accurately represent the full actions of the drones within the domain.
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5 IMPLEMENTATION
Once both the Fire Simulation Code and the PSO algorithm had been developed to a sufficient level the
two codes were used and implemented into the full simulation program.
The codes were implemented by converting the individual codes into functions that were called within the
final simulation program so that the full simulation ran smoothly, and both codes could interact with each
other.
The overall structure of the codes can be explained using the following hierarchical structure:
Start fullt.m

 Initialisation
 Run ft.m
 Run sminf.m
 Run Probcatch.m
 Initialise PSO
 Update Domain
 Present Result of Iteration
 Run Next Iteration
End fullt.m
As can be seen the initialisation of the domain is performed to allow the drones to have a physical domain
in which to travel within.
The Matlab file ‘𝑓𝑡. 𝑚’ is the function for the fire simulation. Here the temperatures within the domain are
defined and the spread of the fire is modelled. In addition to this the temperatures are calculated using the
proximity to the fire front and whether the cell is ‘Burning’. The function ‘𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑓. 𝑚’ calculates the distance
to the closest cell on fire (𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛) thus allowing the formula shown in Equation 10 to work correctly.
The PSO albeit separate from the fire function still requires some initialisation including initial locations
within the domain and the velocities of each of the drones being simulated. The PSO is run in between the
refresh period for the fire simulation. To accomplish this the PSO is updated every second whereas the fire
simulation is updated every 10 iterations.

5.1 WATER DROP CODE
In the final code the drones always operate with water however depending on the conditions defined the
drones may not successfully extinguish the fire, if there are not enough drones or the rate at which the
drones drop the water onto the fire is not sufficient, the fire will not be extinguished before it is spread to
another location.
The decision tree opposite (Figure 3) shows the processes involved with how the drones decide to drop
water at a location.
In the decision tree it shows that the drones initially collect the water before moving to the first location,
for simplicity the drones each start with 10 units of water which under normal conditions mean that
providing the drone is over a suitable location that has a temperature greater than two thirds of the ignition
temperature the drone is capable of dropping water for ten iterations.
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Figure 3. A decision tree to show the processes involved with dropping water on the fire.

When empty the drone returns to the start location to replenish the supply of water for another 10 units.
This overrides the PSO algorithm for any drone that requires water and on journeys to and from the start
location the drone continues to measure the temperature to update the swarm of the best locations.
The decision tree (Figure 3) states that only one unit of water is dropped at a time however this may be
altered by the user in the event that less drones are available so that the fire continues to be extinguished.
However, should the number of drones decrease and the rate that water is dropped remain the same the fire
will not be extinguished as shown in the testing and results section of the report, this is one of the key
limitations which is discussed further in the discussion of results section.

5.2 TEMPERATURE-WATER RELATIONSHIP MODEL
As the water dropped on any fire causes the temperature of the area to decrease there was a need to develop
a relationship model between the amount of water dropped on a fire and the resulting temperature at the
location.
To create this, it was decided that, should the percentage of moisture content within any single cell exceed
70%, this would result in the fire at that location being extinguished and the temperature decreasing to
below the ignition temperature ‘𝑇𝑖𝑔 ’.
This therefore meant a model needed to be created that would reduce the temperature from the maximum
in the domain to below the ignition temperature when moisture exceeded the 70% mark. The below equation
details the model that was constructed for this purpose.
𝑇(𝑥1, 𝑦1) = 𝑇(𝑥1, 𝑦1) − (0.3 × 𝑀(𝑥1, 𝑦1))

(20)

Here the model uses the temperature at the cell to calculate the new temperature, it multiplies the water
added to the cell by the drones to a coefficient of 0.3. This coefficient ensures linearity such that when the
moisture content reaches a level of 70% the temperature drops by a total of 21 Degrees Celsius.
In addition to this should the temperature reduced by a sufficient amount to be below the ignition
temperature the cell’s status no longer is ‘Burning’. The ‘Probcatch.m’ function also is adjusted accordingly
with:
𝐶=0
𝐶𝑡 = 0
𝑀 > 70%
These variables therefore reduce the probability of the site burning again providing that the surrounding
cells are not currently burning.
In addition to Equation 20 the exponential decay function (Equation 10.) was modified for use to determine
the reduction of temperature after a cell has been extinguished as it returns to the ambient temperature, this
equation is further detailed in the next sub section (Equation 21.)
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5.3 RE-IGNITION OF WET CELLS
To further replicate the realistic effect of fire behaviour, some way of re-igniting the cells after they have
previously been extinguished with the water was needed.
A section of code was written to determine how long the fire at each cell had been burning for so that the
amount of fuel that was left could be determined. This also meant that the fuel at cells that were wet could
be reignited should the surrounding cells be burning for a substantial amount of time.
The variable ‘𝑤𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒’ was created to define the amount of time since the cell has been extinguished with
water. In addition to this the equation below was created to dictate the temperature of extinguished cells as
they return to the ambient temperature.
𝑇(𝑖) = 25 + 𝑇(𝑖) exp (−

𝑤𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑖)
+ randi ([-5 5],1))
0.8760

(21)

The equation not only uses the smooth exponential curve but disrupts this with the random element of how
temperatures fluctuate within a real world domain. The function ‘randi’ is a built in function that in this
case associates a random number between -5 and 5.
The equation also uses the value 25 as the new ambient temperature which is a result of the fire burning
and the area retaining some of the heat as it approaches equilibrium.
In addition to Equation 21. the variable ‘𝑤𝑒𝑡’ was created so to determine if a cell was too wet to reignite.
This allowed for the condition below:
if wet(i) == 1;
Fireage(i) = Fireage(i);
on(i) = 0;
wetage(i) = t-tick(i);
if tick(i) == 0;
tick(i) = t;
end
T(i) = 25 + T(i)*exp(-(wetage(i))/0.8760) + randi([-5 5],1);
if Fuel(i) > 0 && M(i) <= 40;
wet(i) = 0;
tick(i) = 0;
wetage(i) = 0;
end
end

The value of ‘𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑘’ may be defined as the specific instant in time that the fire was extinguished which if
undefined is 0. Since the moisture content in a cell reduces over time due to the increased temperature
within the domain, the additional ‘if’ condition was created so that if the amount of fuel is greater than 0
and the moisture has reduced to less than or equal to 40%, the cell resets to its initial condition with the
exception of the quantity of fuel.
The ‘Probcatch.m’ function then is capable of calculating the probability of the cell reigniting and the cell’s
status once more changing to ‘Burning’.
In addition to this the cell’s temperature is reset to follow the original temperature model explained in
section 3.5.
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6 TESTING AND RESULTS
The final simulation programs were run a total of three times, each test with its own performance markers
to illustrate how each of the sections of code can operate both independently and together.
It also allowed for the testing to illustrate the limitations of the programs and the effects of exceeding these
limitations.

6.1 FIRE SIMULATION TESTING
The first set of tests involved the testing of the fire simulation code only in order to identify whether the
simulation was of the correct standard to implement alongside the other parts of the program.
6.1.1

No wind Scenario

As can be seen in Figure 4. the temperature field map of the domain shows the temperature of each cell and
as would be expected the temperature at the coordinates 𝑥 = 50, 𝑦 = 50 is the greatest temperature
within the domain and the temperature decreases in a circular pattern as the distance from this point
increases.
Since no wind is present during this simulation and each cell has the same amount of fuel this would lead
one to believe that the fire would spread out in a circular pattern.
When comparing this prediction with Figure 4. it can be seen that the spread matches this prediction and
that although the spread is not exactly circular it does mostly match that of a circle.
In addition, it can also be seen from Figure 4. that the spread is relatively even with some randomness
which reflects the stochastic nature of fire.

Figure 4. A temperature field map of the domain at t = 1 seconds
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Figure 5. A temperature field map of the domain at t = 50 seconds

6.1.2

Wind Effects Scenario

Additional simulations including the influence of wind within the domain were run.
Figure 6. shows the temperature map at t = 10 for both wind and no wind scenarios showing how the
temperature illustrates the spread of the fire for both simulations.
As can be seen the Fire spreads further North with the influence of the wind that that of the scenario of no
wind. This matches the prediction that the fire would spread in the direction of the fire and matches many
of the observations made by Rothermel (1983).
The temperature field map on the right corresponds to a wind velocity of:
𝑢𝑦 = 1 𝑚/𝑠

Figure 6. Comparison of temperature field maps at t = 10 seconds
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6.2 DRONES WITH WATER – FIRE EXTINGUISHED
This second set of tests were conducted to show the effects of the drones with the PSO based algorithm
have a significant impact on the spread of the fire and can extinguish the fire provided there is enough of
the drones or the amount of water that may be dropped is sufficiently increased for the fire being simulated.
The following conditions were used to conduct the test which produced the results shown in Figures Figure
7 to Figure 12.
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏 = 30
𝑊𝐿(𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖) = 10
𝑉𝑚𝑥 = 10

𝑉𝑚𝑛 = −10

𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 = 200
𝑢=0
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 100
𝑀𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 50
𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙(Ω) = 10

𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙(Γ) = 0

𝑛 = 101
𝑥 𝑜 = 50

𝑦𝑜 = 50

𝑊𝑟 = 2
𝑇𝑖𝑔 = 200
6.2.1

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 15

Temperatures Within the Domain

The figure below shows the development of the fire after 13 iterations. When compared against Figure 13.
at this stage there does not seem to be much difference between the test where the drones extinguish the
fire and when they fail to do so.

Figure 7. A temperature map of the simulated domain after 13 iterations.
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It can also be seen that the highest temperatures within the domain still remain concentrated towards the
centre of the domain where the initial fire was started. The scale also shows that these temperatures are in
excess of 180 Degrees Celsius. A circular pattern is also partially reflected in the spread pattern; however,
some areas have lower temperatures when compared to the original temperatures generated by the fire
simulation program (Figure 4).
Figure 8. then continues to show the fire at the moment the fire has been deemed extinguished by the drones
although there are temperatures still close to 180 Degrees Celsius the temperature at the centre of the fire
is far lower than the surrounding cells which causes an overall reduction in the temperature of the fire as
the cells try to return a local equilibrium and the heat is transferred across cell boundaries.

Figure 8. A temperature map of the simulated domain after 25 iterations (Fire Extinguished).

In addition to this Figure 8. shows that the heat is still radiating outwards from the centre with an outer ring
of temperatures between 40 and 80 Degrees Celsius. This increase reflects the radiation and local
convection effects of the transfer of heat to the surrounding cells. The temperatures of cells further away
from the fire are also replicating what would be expected in the real world through the variety of
temperatures between 10 to 20 Degrees Celsius and the randomness of the ambient temperature in the cells
on the outer regions of the domain.
The temperature map in Figure 9. at first does not look too dissimilar to that of Figure 8. however, upon
closer inspection the temperatures throughout the domain are considerably lower when the consulting the
updated colour bar. Since the temperature gradients would be decreasing throughout the cooling process
the impact on the colour map would be that although the temperatures are lower the colours used to
represent them become more spread out and as a result the yellow cells in Figure 9. show a temperature in
excess of 70 Degrees Celsius whereas the same colour represents the lower threshold of 28 Degrees Celsius
in the figure below.
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Figure 9. A temperature map of the simulated domain after 30 iterations (Fire Already Extinguished).

Figure 10. A temperature map of the domain after 36 iterations (Final iteration)

In addition to the change in the colours used to represent the temperatures Figure 10. shows that the rings
representing the temperature differences, differ with distance from where the fire’s location used to be.
The two distinct rings relate to the heat as it is transferred out in all directions to the rest of the domain
through radiation and the remaining convection fuelled by the heat being dissipated from the site of the
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extinguished fire. This effect replicates the movement of heat through the radiation of heat and the
movement of the wave of thermal energy.
6.2.2

Movement of Drones Throughout the Domain

The data on the movement of the drones through the domain was also gathered so as to determine the
effectiveness of the Particle Swarm algorithm.
Figure 11. shows the movement of a single drone throughout the simulation, as can be seen the motion of
the drone circles the centre of the fire which is the optimum point in this scenario. In addition to this the
majority of the motion is along the diagonals of the domain moving either southwest to northeast or
northwest to southeast with the drone moving to pick up water throughout the simulation.
As can be seen in Figure 11. The drone rarely is seen to return to the initial location this is because the
points overlap and the drone’s position is only stored momentarily to save space and reduce the number of
computational resources required to run the simulation with the simulation saving the values every 10
iterations.

Figure 11. A movement map for a single drone 10 iteration intervals.

In addition to this it is visible from the movement map that for most of the simulation the drone operates
near to the fire’s centre and drifts between cells fluidly. Since the individual drone does not fully converge
on the optimum point this is an additional advantage as the drones move more fluidly to follow the fire.
Furthermore, it can be seen from Figure 12. that the drones will influence each other’s motion as expected
according to the update rules and equations explained previously this in turn highlights the full range of the
PSO algorithm for other uses.
Figure 12. also shows that the centre of the swarm lies just south west of the fire’s centre, when comparing
this with the gif file (see ‘testmove.gif’ on accompanying DVD) it can be seen that the pattern follows
closely the ‘flocking’ pattern one would expect from a Particle Swarm Optimisation algorithm.
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Figure 12. A temperature map that shows the position of the swarm in relation to the fire.
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6.3 DRONES WITH WATER – FIRE NOT EXTINGUISHED
The third and final test shows the effects of the drones when the parameters set mean that the fire spreads
faster than the drones can operate and therefore the fire is not extinguished.
In order to complete this test, the parameters were kept the same as described in section 6.2 with the
exception of the rate the water was being dropped on the fire with:
𝑊𝑟 = 1
6.3.1

Fire Motion and Temperatures throughout the Domain

The result of this change is significant enough for the fire to spread at a rate that cannot be matched by the
drones. As can be seen from the figure below the fire starts and after 13 iterations the fire is almost identical
to that of Figure 7. the differences only become visible at 30 iterations.

Figure 13. A temperature map of the domain after 13 iterations.

Figure 14. shows the temperatures for the domain after 30 iterations whereas the fire had already been
extinguished at 30 iterations in the previous test the change in the water rate can be seen to have a lasting
effect with the fire still ‘Burning’ the available fuel. In addition to this the centre of the fire has increased
in size with the temperatures in the centre being again in excess of 180 Degrees Celsius.
The outer ring has also increased with size with temperatures between 40 and 80 Degrees Celsius that is
increasing the relative probability of the fire spreading to the cells that lie a greater distance from the centre.
When comparing figures 7 and 8 the colour bar shows significantly more variance in the temperatures over
180 Degrees Celsius thus giving the extended bar above the tick mark for 180 in Figure 14.
Figure 14. also shows that the fire has a tendency to revert to its rounded centre in order to maintain stability
within the flame zone that would be the almost identical to the behaviour of a real world fire. It also
highlights that due to the amount of water that is being dropped per iteration being lower than the previous
test in section 6.2 the drones are having a limited impact on reducing the spread of the fire as a whole.
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Figure 14. A temperature map of the domain during 30th iteration.

The effects of the fire spreading may be further seen in Figure 15. As the fire begins to take hold of even
more of the domain area. It can also be seen that a small area of the fire zone is reducing in temperature as
a result of the fire burning up all the fuel within those cells and the temperature of the remaining high due
to the proximity to the flame zone but reducing in temperature as the simulation continues.

Figure 15. A temperature map of the domain after 217 iterations.
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Upon further investigation the temperature of the fire has increased to temperatures exceeding 200 Degrees
Celsius which when compared to Figure 14. is some 20+ ℃ greater than the greatest temperatures measured
throughout the domain.
The outer ring can also be seen to be considerably larger with the difference between the two radii
approaching the 10 metre mark. In addition to this it becomes clear that a second ring has formed that is
made up of temperatures ranging between 120 and 160 Degrees Celsius. This is the result of the zone where
the moisture in the fuel is being evaporated prior to the pyrolysation stage, that is required for the fuel to
be burned.
The development of this second ring signifies that the rate of heat energy released by the fire is plateauing
and thus the growth of the fire is steady. In addition to this it can be seen that the ring is not the same
thickness at all points around the fire with the fire extending faster towards the south east of the domain.
This is the result of the drones which although not extinguishing the fire is slowing down the rate of spread
towards the south west of the domain due to drone’s starting location being positioned in that quadrant.
The drones successfully reduce the rate of spread of the fire into the south west due to the reduced distances
involved with travelling to this section of the fire over the remaining distances to the other areas of the fire.
This effect can be seen with greater effect in Figure 16. which shows the fire after 625 iterations where the
fire pattern is no longer circular but rather is more irregular with the south east of the fire extending ever
further outwards as a result of the halting effect caused by the drones.
In addition, the section of the ring to the west is considerably thinner than its easterly counterpart which is
some 2 to 3 meters larger. The thickness of the ring shows to the east shows that cells are spreading the
heat energy to cells to the east far more quickly so that the flame zone is increased in size.
Furthermore, the centre of the ring has grown in size with the temperatures within the centre of the burned
area reducing to just above the ambient temperature of the domain. The ‘Burned’ area also has spread out
further east of the initial fire position which reflects the motion of the flame zone.

Figure 16. A temperature map of the domain after 625 iterations.
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Figure 17. shows the final iteration of the simulation and clearly shows how the distance the fire is from
the start position effects how efficient the drones reduce the spread of the fire in an attempt to extinguish
it.
The eastern section of the flame zone reaches the eastern boundary of the domain and since the heat energy
cannot be spread any further east due to there being no fuel to absorb the heat. As a result, the fire is seen
to accelerate westerly as the heat energy is passed to the only available burnable cells which lie to the west.
The same effect can be seen at the northern and southern boundaries of the domain.
Should the simulation have been continued for an additional number of iterations the fire would have likely
been seen to extinguish along the eastern boundary and continue to consume the remaining cells within the
domain before being completely extinguished due to the fuel having been completely consumed by the fire.
The only exception would likely be the cells immediately surrounding the starting location for the drones
as the water dropped by the drones would likely be dropped in the near vicinity to the start location and
provide a sort of protective bubble from the fire.

Figure 17. A temperature map of the domain (Final iteration)

Additionally, it can be seen that the flame zone on the western side of the domain has increased in size
again to reflect the changes in the spread pattern of the fire. It also shows that the average temperature
within the domain now ranges between 40 and 120 Degrees Celsius with the maximum temperatures within
the domain being in excess of 220 Degrees Celsius.
6.3.2

Drone Movement throughout the Domain

Drone Movement throughout the domain during the final simulation test is similar in comparison to that of
the previous test as explained in section 6.2 however due to the nature of the algorithm the movement of
the drones will never be identical for each test run.
In addition, the gif file (see ‘testmove.gif’ on accompanying DVD) shows how the swarm of drones move
throughout the duration of the whole simulation. It can be seen that the majority of the drone’s motion is in
a diagonal direction with the journeys back to the start position clearly visible outside the regular position.
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It can also be seen from the gif file that the drones are fast enough to travel through the domain and get to
the fire before it spreads further but it is the amount of stops the drones must make back at the start location
that really influences whether the drones are going to extinguish the fire.
When the image in Figure 18. is compared to the image shown in Figure 12. it can be seen that the drones
follow much the same pattern as that in Figure 12. with several outliers, which makes the algorithm
particularly adaptive to the changing conditions experienced within the domain rather than fixed at the one
of many possible optima that exist within the local region.

Figure 18. A temperature map with the positions of the drones highlighted.

Figure 18. not only the presence of outliers but also that the drones have spread to cover the area consumed
by the fire as each of the particles finds its own personal best rather than solely following that of the
neighbourhood.
Since the water drop condition is also for some non-burning cells i.e. when the temperature is greater than
60% of the ignition temperature, each drone’s behaviour also impacts the properties of non-burning cells,
that are close to the fire but have a temperature below the ignition temperature, and restricts some of the
movement of the fire in those areas. This therefore means that some outliers such as those described may
also have a lasting impact on the spread of the fire albeit indirectly.
Further attention must also be paid to the diagonal pattern which is the result of drones which are
overshooting the fire when returning from the start location. Since the velocity of the drones is at maximum
when they are moving away from the start location the inertia experienced by the drones would cause some
to overshoot rather than head in the preferred direction. This effect replicates the effect inertia has on real
world autonomous systems and therefore is intentionally introduced, to highlight some of the requirements
demanded of a collision avoidance system which would be necessary for the real world application of this
system. This type of collision avoidance system would also require the management of the drone’s velocity
in not only two dimensions but also along the third, to evaluate altitude differences which may cause issues
in real world scenarios. As stated previously however the drones in this simulation are assumed to be
operating at alternate altitudes to remove any instances where the drones may collide.
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7 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
7.1 PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM
When considering the full scope of the tests the system performs the tasks required of it with a considerable
degree of realism. However, there is a few areas of the system that work particularly well including:




The fire simulation program which is capable of running single location or multi-location fires with
some slight modification to the parameters within the code. In addition to this multi-location fires
also merge after several time steps which leads to more realistic fire simulation.
The simulation program as a whole allows for the generation of multiple results including the
amount of fuel remaining in the domain the moisture in each of the cells and the modification of
both the amount of moisture in the domain and fuel in the initial parameters.

Other areas perform the tasks required of them but will require future modification for lean or elegant
coding such as the coordinate system used for the fire simulation, which in turn generates the temperatures
within the domain but due to MATLAB’s indexing system where:
𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥(𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑠, 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑠) = 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙
‘𝑥1’ and ‘y1’ have to be switched so that the convention of reading the x axis then the y axis is possible
and to avoid the wrong cell is being called in some functions within the main script.
Furthermore, the script also is quite computationally intensive due to the amount of data being processed
and therefore will be restricted by the resources available as mentioned below.
Apart from this the simulation offers a relatively effective way of simulating the drones and the fire for the
conditions provided by the user.

7.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE SIMULATION
On comparing the expectations to the results the following limitations were found with the simulation
model.
Firstly, due to the stochastic nature of fire the model is unlikely to exactly match that of a real world scenario
operating under the same conditions.
Secondly the flame length and angle has not been considered to allow for a simplified model of the fire and
reducing the computational times required to simulate the fire.
In addition to this the fire simulation assumes that the temperature is constant throughout a cell which is
unrealistic. To improve accuracy, the simulation may be run with a greater density of cells increasing the
accuracy of such calculations but greatly increasing the computational effort required.
Finally, the simulation is limited by the computational resources offered to the individual running the
simulation which dictates the maximum size of the domain and therefore the speed of the simulation and
computational times available to the user.
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8 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
This section of the report will explain the actions taken to manage the project effectively in areas such as
time management, risk management and quality management.

8.1 PROJECT SCHEDULE
The work was broken down into three stages with each being given a project milestone for completion.
Firstly, the fire simulation was to be created to provide a platform on which the drones could be simulated.
This work package was split into several sub tasks each of which needed to be completed for the whole
simulation to work effectively. These sub tasks included creating a model on which the temperature for
each cell in the domain could be simulated.
Next, the drones were simulated so that they would track the fire that is simulated using the code in the first
stage. Again this was split down into several sub tasks including reading up on literature regarding Particle
Swarm Optimisation and creating an equation by which the position of each of the drones could be updated.
The final stage was a work package to create a code that would define the status of the drones. The sub
tasks for this package included defining when to drop water and when to pick up water.
These work packages were then transferred across to a Gantt chart that was created towards the start of the
project and updated with the information and changes to the schedule.
Overall, the project was completed in time for the deadline and it was identified that for most of the project,
work was completed to the original timings shown in the Gantt chart (Appendix 2). There were however
several instances where work took longer than anticipated and these may be seen in the updated Gantt chart
(Appendix 4) and the impacts these drawbacks had on the project as a whole.
Some of the adjustments that were necessary arose when some other projects required work to be
completed, this lead to the gap in the work completed during the final month of the project which can be
seen in the updated Gantt Chart (Appendix 4).

8.2 RISK MANAGEMENT
Risks were managed using a risk register (Appendix 3) that detailed each of the risks associated with the
project.
Each risk was listed along with its likelihood of occurring and estimated impact on the project.
In addition to this any unforeseen circumstances were discussed with the project supervisor and the
appropriate measures were put into place.
A health and safety risk assessment was completed alongside an ethical assessment prior to completing the
project work to ensure that the project would not harm myself or any other person in the surrounding area.
Risks that occurred during the project included:




Other Work/Projects
Family Occasions
Unanticipated problems regarding work taking longer to complete than expected.

In order to effectively negate the effects of the risks project work was rescheduled to accommodate the days
on which project work could not be completed.
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One key risk that had a lasting effect on the project occurred during the week commencing 25/07/16 during
which another project was being completed that offered extra-curricular activities. This week can be seen
to be free of tasks in the updated Gantt chart shown in Appendix 4.
However, it can be seen that work was scheduled to be completed in parallel to allow for the week of no
activity and get the project completed before the final deadline.
In addition to this, extra work hours were added to the schedule to complete the majority of work to the
original deadlines.

8.3 QUALITY MANAGEMENT
The main quality management processes employed during this project were:



Functional Testing
Comparisons to previous work/real world examples

Functional Testing was used to ensure the codes were working correctly, and could be used to perform the
required tasks.
Comparisons to previous work and real world examples ensured that the simulations of the fire were
accurate and realistic and allowed for the identification of areas for improvement.
In addition to these methods regular meetings with the Project Supervisor ensured that the work was of
sufficient quality and ensured that the work progressed towards the final objectives.
No traditional standards were adopted during the project due to the nature of the product however the use
of performance markers such as whether the code ran smoothly with no errors present allowed for the
effective management of the quality of each of the codes being produced.
Regular Logbook entries allowed for the platform on which of solutions to issues that arose within the
project could be refined.
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9 CRITICAL APPRAISAL
The original objectives of the project were:




The Fire was to be simulated to provide the basis upon which the control system for the autonomous
drones could be created and developed.
The control logic of the autonomous drones within the simulation must be created that used particle
swarm optimisation to identify the fire’s location. In addition, the requirement was made where the
drones would need to adapt to a moving fire with a range of temperatures.
An additional code must be created to enable the drones to identify their status such as whether it
has fuel/charge left, water quantities on board the drone and whether the fire is deemed
extinguished after dropping water on the fire.

With the main aim to:


Simulate a firefighting scenario and develop the control logic for a fleet of autonomous drones in
an attempt to prepare such systems for the challenges of real world applications.

On analysis of the first objective a fire simulation program managed to produce a fairly realistic simulation
of a fire in two dimensions. In addition to this it has allowed the user to use it as a baseline upon which a
Particle Swarm Optimisation algorithm was developed that may be used for the theoretical application of
use for a control system for a swarm of autonomous drones.
Further analysis also shows that although the objective took longer than anticipated to complete this
objective may be deemed successfully completed and as a result the first section of the project can be
deemed a success.
Analysis of the second objective shows that the simulation code generated for use as a means of controlling
a swarm of simulated autonomous drones correctly tracked the fire’s location and was capable of adapting
to a moving fire simulation. In addition to this the PSO algorithm was completed with plenty time to allow
for further fine tuning of the code to ensure smooth running and a reduction in the amount of computational
resources required to run the simulation. This objective may therefore also be considered a success since it
fulfils all the requirements of the original objective detailed above.
The final objective also may be considered successful as the code that was created not only identifies the
water quantities on board but monitors the number of times each drone returns to the starting position for
fuel and water. The code also ensures that a status message is displayed when the fire may be deemed
extinguished after water has been dropped onto the fire.
After reviewing the project as a whole the project was a success, as it fulfils all its objectives and meets the
aim of the entire project in addition to being completed prior to the final deadline, however several changes
could be made if the same project was to be completed in the future such as:



Allocate more time to the completion of the fire simulation during the planning stage.
To incorporate the reduction in the amount of battery power or fuel as a result in the change in
velocity and acceleration of each of the drones rather than making the assumption that the time
between pickups of water is short enough for drone battery power or fuel to be ignored and that
when water is collected fuel or battery charge is also supplied.

The project has successfully offered the opportunity to develop skills such as elegant coding and project
management and has introduced new skills such as risk management.
In addition to this it has also highlighted several areas in the topics of swarm intelligence and fire simulation
that are substantial enough to merit further work in those areas, all of which is discussed later in the
conclusion section.
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10 CONCLUSIONS
This section of the report concludes the report by listing the project achievements and by highlighting areas
for future work.

10.1 ACHIEVEMENTS
This project has made the following achievements towards bridging the gaps in existing knowledge relating
to fire simulation and Particle Swarm Optimisation algorithms.
Firstly, the fire simulation program offers a method of predicting the spread of fire throughout a domain
that uses a cross between standard cellular automata and hexagonal cells that were proposed by Encinas et
al. (2006a) thus bridging the gap between the complex problem of the transfer of heat through the 4
boundaries of a traditional cell.
Secondly, this is the first project found to effectively attempt to simulate both fire spread and the control of
the movement of a swarm of autonomous drones, through the use of a Particle Swarm Optimisation
algorithm, in a single package which tries to remain as computationally inexpensive as possible thus paving
the way for future work in the area.
The project also has been deemed to have successfully completed all its original objectives through the
development of the fire simulation code, the PSO algorithm and the code that allows the interaction between
the two systems.
The project has also been completed to its original deadline of the 26th August 2016 and this report has
provided evidence of the work completed.
In conclusion the aim of the project, to simulate a firefighting scenario and develop the control logic for a
fleet of autonomous drones in an attempt to prepare such systems for the challenges of real world
applications, can be deemed to be successfully met as the scenario was defined and a control system has
been developed.
It is hoped that the work completed in this project will help provide a stepping stone upon which the
recommended work in the area should continue to be developed and allow such systems be used in the
future.

10.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The following recommendations have been made to highlight areas for future work related to this project.
To Develop a Control System from this PSO based algorithm or another algorithm that has been selected
by the person(s) conducting the project and running a practical test using UAS that have been tethered to
the ground.
The development of the suggested PSO algorithm as a real world control system that could be programmed
to a swarm of drones that could find an optimum parameter within a confined safety area.
The development of a fire simulation program that could accurately simulate a fire in three dimensions and
be used to develop an appropriate PSO algorithm for use in a three dimensional simulation of autonomous
firefighting.
The future advancement of a programmable collision avoidance system for use in the two dimensional
simulation described in this report and the proposed three dimensional simulation stated above.
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11 STUDENT REFLECTIONS
After reflecting on the project the following areas for improvement can be highlighted:






Analysing the problem more before attempting the solution.
Reduce extra workload in other areas of life to allow for more time to complete the required tasks
for this project.
Manage the Literature in a more easily readable format to improve the literature review process.
Update the Gantt Chart more regularly to ensure work stays to schedule and any tasks that become
overdue are dealt with immediately.
Be more selective about the data being stored in the code to increase speed of simulation and
enabling the code to run smoother.

By analysing the problem more before attempting the solution it would allow me to have designed an
improved product which would have met the user’s requirements more fully.
In addition to this the reducing extra workload in other areas of life and updating the Gantt chart with not
only information from this project but other projects would have allowed for ease of scheduling remaining
tasks and would better reflect the up to date changes across the board, of projects/work that is bein g
completed.
Particular problems with the project included the restrictions placed on myself by the computational
resources available on commencing the project and as a result the final result had to be a compromise
between the resources available and the detail of the simulation program.
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